A worldwide movement dedicated to achieving an equitable, accessible, and sustainable way of life. We are against the current oppressive global system: a pervasive way of thinking, acting, and being rooted in the prosperity of interest groups, and the individual as passive. The Occupy movement works through a horizontal decision making process, and a principle of self-organizing to empower and educate people towards meaningful change. We use physical occupations to collaborate, and to show the kind of loving society that is possible. We use the power of ourselves, individuals-as-citizens, to assert and actualize our dreams of a better world.
What does it mean to have an

of the collective in mind
What is an Occupy Discussion?
An Occupy discussion is the first step, and must happen continually throughout the process. counterpart solutions to broader discussions on our future society, as well as the development and spread of the Occupy movement itself.
What is a Working Group?
A group that has come together and acknowledges that certain actions must be keeping the interests of the larger collective in that will affect the movement as a whole must be brought before the General Assembly for further discussion and approval.
What is a General Assembly?
This is where decisions effecting the larger decisions happen here. This includes changing or evolving the process, the creation of living documents, and the presentation and discussion of proposals. The process itself is different from site to site, but can consist of, and is not limited to: break-out groups with report backs on a specific in the form of working groups or stacks, or using both working groups and stacks together. fig. 1   fig. 2  fig. 3  fig. 4 AGREE DISAGREE TIME LIMIT POINT OF PROCESS fig. 3   fig. 5 fig 7 Point of Clarifi cation -Raising a "C"
What are some resources?
clarifi cation on something the speaker is saying. (fi g. 7)
8 Block -Arms in an "X" Th is is used only with regard to proposals and means that you want to block consensus and the moving forward of the proposal because you cannot agree to it in its current form. A block should be followed up (if possible) with a constructive suggestion of how to change the proposal to make it agreeable (or at the very least a clear explanation of why you are blocking it 
